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Revolution Wall Cage
Designed to charge,
store and secure 10
mobile devices.

15” (H) x 22.7” (W) x 15” (L) | 50.7 lbs

LocknCharge makes life easier.
The Whole Ball of Wax. Looking for a
simple, all-in-one solution to store, charge
and secure up to 10 mobile devices? Well,
my friend, look no further. The Revolution
Wall Cage holds Chromebook, Laptop or
Tablet devices up to 1.96” x 13.77” x 9.76”,
including power connector.

Solid as a Rock. Welded steel construction,
a mounting kit and a hardened steel keyed
padlock protect devices while they’re not in
use. Even though the station has a unique,
open design, a device cannot be removed
when the station is locked–keeping them safe
and sound.

Open & Organized. Corralling mobile
devices can sometimes be as difficult as
herding cats–but not with this trusty little
charging station. Just like a pen for cows,
the doors of the Charging Station are
designed like gates, allowing full visibility
above and below the doors. So even when
the gates are locked up tight, you’ll know if
a device is on the loose.

Overload Protection. All power points
have overload protection to keep devices
and outlets safe during charging.

Simplified Workflow
Simple-as-Pie Organization.
This charging station makes mobile
device organization easy as can be.
Individual slots give each device a nice
little cubby–and because devices are
stored vertically, it’s super easy to grab a
device and keep on movin’.

Variety is the Spice of Life.
The Revolution Wall Cage has the ability
to simultaneously charge a wide array of
devices for multiple workflows. Exposed
power strips allow students to plug
in their own power cords. So whether
students bring their own devices or the
school provides them, this station offers
a simple way to charge just about any
device out there.

Additional Key Benefits
Case or no case.1 Slot dimensions are optimized to
work with most cases/covers up to 1.96” x 13.77” x 9.76”,
including power connector.
Small Footprint. Easily place the charging station
on a counter or mount it to the wall. Either way, the
Revolution Wall Cage takes up minimal space.
Slots Fit for a King. A life of luxury awaits your mobile
devices as you slide them into the felt-lined slots of the
Revolution Wall Cage. This protects your Chromebook,
Laptop and Tablet devices from getting scratched–and,
of course, keeps them comfortable during their stay.

High Fives All Around! The Revolution Wall Cage has
two separate doors, each protecting 5 devices inside
the Charging Station. This offers flexibility to access only
5 devices at a time while the other 5 are tightly secured.
Affordable. Enjoy quality products LocknCharge is
known for at a more entry-level price.
Tough as Nails. The Revolution Wall Cage is built to go
the distance, and it’s backed by a lifetime warranty so
you’ll never have to worry about replacing it.
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